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This paper discussed two innovations in the application of computer
technology to vocational counseling in a university: (/)
administration and scoring of a vocational interest inventory through
the meaus of a cathode-ray-tube typewriter computer terminal ancl

the development of the major field of study map (OM), using local
university norms,"

Today I would like to briefly describe the computerized vocational interest

testing at the Counseling Service of the University of Iowa. The computerized

administration of vocational interest inventories has not been discussed in the

professional literature. In a recent review of the literature I was unable to

find any studies relating specifically to that topic.

The computer terminal, a cathode-ray-tube type, was originally used at Iowa

with the Computerized Vocational Information System (CVIS), an occupational

information system discussed by Harris (1974). CVIS is a program which provides

a student with information regarding college selection, occupational exploration,

etc. ^nd has been used in junior ,ollege and college vocational counseling.

Oriinally at Iowa, the standard CVIS program was modified for use with Univer-

sity students. Ae an addition to the CVIS capability, the University Counseling

Service in cooperation with the American College Testing Program placed the ACT

Interest Inventory (ACTII) on the computer. After that, it was possible for a

student to it at a typewriter computer terminal in the Counseling Service recep-

tion room and interactively take the ACT Interest Inventory and to explore college

choice and/or fairly detailed occupation information.

The ACT Interest Inventory is a ninety item inventory scored on six scaled

of fifteen items each. The six scales correspond directly to the six personal-

0 vocational orientations proposed by Holland (1973) in his theory of careers.

*.A paper presented at the annual meeting of the American College Personnel
Association, Atlanta, Georgia, March 7, 1975.



The scales ,Ire. Technical, Science,

Business Detail. The ACT Interest
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Creative Arts, Social Service, ',:uJines Contact,

Inventory (ACTII) is part of the ACT National

Assessment Program (ACT, 1974).

Project Development

The initial use of the computer was to enable a student to sit down at the

computer terminal and interactively complete the ACTII. The procedure was simply

ore of having the student respond to tne test items by pressing the keyboard as

they appeared on the cathode-ray-tube screen. After the student had completed the

ACTII, which typically cook about fifteen minutes, the next step was for the

computer to print out his/her six scores and a brief interpretation of the

scores. Thus, it was possible for a student to assess, in hierarchial order,

the strength of interest in six areas (ACT Interest Inventory Manual, 1974).

In the Spring of 1973, ACT was developing norms on college seniors tested

with the ACTII. At the same time at the University of Iowa, we administered the

ACTII to approximately seventy percent of the graduating seniors in the undergraduate

colleges as well as graduates from three professional schools--dentistry, law, and

medicine. Thus, data from two samples, a "local" University of Iowa sample and

a "national" sample of thirty-two colleges were being collected. At Iowa, this

norm testing continued last spring so that we now have local Iowa norms based

on graduates of 1973 and 1974.

The data from the graduates in the various fields of study were analyzed using

multiple discriminant analysis. Multiple discriminant analysis is a statistical

technique -,-hich maximizes the differences between groups and minimizes the differences

within groups (Stahmann, 1969). The results of the multiple discriminant analysis

yielded information which could be plotted in two dimensional space showing the

relationship of the various major fields of study to each other. Thus, a point

based on two coordinate scores was identified for each major field of study. This

center of the cluster of scores for each major field of study was plotted and

identified as the location or centroid of each major field of study. The
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compilation of plots became a Major Field of Study Map (MFM). See the attached

figure.

The computer was programmed so that the future students taking the ACTII

would immediately have the two coordinate scores reported for them. These two

coordinate scores would then permit the student to plot a point on the major

field of study map. The proximity of that point to various major fields of

study would allow the individual to explore his/her interest compared to satis-

fied and successful graduates in various fields of study at Iowa. The computer

was also programmed to compute the two coordinate scores to use on the "national"

normed ACT Interest Map. Thus, a University of Iowa student within a half-hour

period of time could sit down at the cathode-ray-tube computer terminal and

1) take the ACT Interest Inventory; 2) obtain six scores on the six interest

areas scored by the ACTII; 3) obtain two coordinate scores for the University

of Iowa Major Field of Study Map (MFM) and plot them; 4) obtain two coordinate

scores for the ACT National Major Field of ,Study Map (MFM) and plot them.

Future Development

Harris (1974) indicated that the computer was the guidance tool of the

future. Our experience would tend to support that position. Our experience

has been that students typically enjoy the interactive method of taking the

ACTII. The use of the computer and MFM as an adjunct and aid in vocational

exploration appears to be in its infancy. A next step at the University

of Iowa project is to encode much of the descriptive information regarding

various fields of study available at the University. Specific information

from the University faculty, administration,-and students could be included as

well as information from students majoring in the areas. The computer because

of its interactive capabilities with the student really expands the "juke-box"

system described by Magoon (?964).
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C.Lven Lie wide availability of computers in the University settin:; today,

a local major field of study map (MFM) could be developed almost anyhere. The

primary ingredients would be an interest inventory, major field of study

criterian groups, and computer facilities. Uhile we at Iowa used the ACTII,

other inventories such as the Holland Vocational Preference Inventory or the

Occupational Interest Inventory would be appropriate. The technical and

methodical aspeCts of developing such a program are described elsewhere

(Stahmann, Grandy, and Hanson, in preparation).

Similarly the technique of the NAM might be expanded into occupational

groupings, yielding an "Occupations Map." The primary difference here would

be that the criterian groups would be occupational membership rather than

major field of study. The technology is now available for developing such

'usage.
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